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SALES & MARKETING

UPDATE

Hi all,
We are coming to the close of what has been a busy year. With residential
building numbers at all time high levels and in particular multi-unit
residential building very strong it has been a good year for many of our
customers. At Alspec we have continued to build both our product offer and
our internal systems so as to better support the growth of your business.
In this issue on page 8 Wayne Larsen, our National Operations Manager,
outlines some of the quality control processes in place throughout our
Branches that aim to improve the service we offer to you.
Compliance with the requirements of buildings in Cyclonic regions C &
D is a complex area. On page 5 we are pleased to advise the release of
our new Cyclonic Compliance brochure that details the Alspec systems
that have full compliance for use in these areas. There is a significant
range of Alspec systems that meet all of the requirements for buildings
in these areas and this brochure will assist with easy identification of the
right systems to use.
Many fabricators are looking for ways to improve their business by being
more efficient and we have been working on a couple of options to help you
achieve this through integration of software and factory machinery. Firstly
we have been working with SoftTech to program AiQ with integration
to automatic saws and CNC machines via their connectivity solution
‘V6Cam’. This project has been going well but is detailed and takes some
time. It is expected that the programming on all our suites will be finished
mid next year.
Gabbett Machinery, who are the Australian agent for FOM Machinery from
Italy had a machinery open day in Melbourne recently where they set up
automated saws and CNC machines for demonstration purposes. We took
part in the open day and had a number of customers attend, including
customers who travelled from Sydney, Brisbane and Perth. We were
able to demonstrate the ‘V6Cam software connected to AiQ and running
the automated saws and CNC. The customers who visited were very
impressed with the functionality.
We have also been working with a new software company called Orgadata
from Germany who have an alternative product to V6 called Logikal. At the
same open day we also gave some customers a unique opportunity to view
Logikal. Logikal also has excellent integration capabilities with automated
saws and CNC machines and this was also very ably demonstrated. The
current timeline for Logikal is for a first release to a limited number of
fabricators in the first quarter of next year. We will keep you informed as
we progress with the Logikal program.
On a more serious note having attended two funerals in recent months,
one for Joe Wolk, one of our Melbourne Area Managers and one for a
Sydney customer Jeff Johnston of Elite Security there were a couple of
thoughts that I would like to share. Both Joe and Jeff shared similar traits
in being described as real gentlemen who were always prepared to go
out of their way to help others. Their family and friends who spoke at
the funerals talked about the impact they had with the people they came
into contact with on a day to day basis. It is amazing what an impact we
can have on people’s lives by just being prepared to help with the day to
day things, be it with your family, your friends or your colleagues. At the
end of the day what is left behind are the memories of how we interact
with others. Also once again we are reminded that life is short and it is
important to enjoy it and ensure that your balance of family, life and work
are all in order.
I would like to take this early opportunity to wish you and your family a
healthy and happy Christmas, make sure you enjoy it!
Regards,
Barry Lunn
Sales & Marketing Director
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CUSTOMER
FEATURE
AA WINDOWS
& DOORS
SOUTH AUSTRALIA
WHY IS AA WINDOWS & DOORS SO SUCCESSFUL?
37+ years in the industry establishes trust, knowledge and
we have a great reputation with our clientele. Keeping up
to date with design changes and demands from builders,
architects and home owners is a major part of our business.
Our service and reliability is also why our clients keep
coming back.
WHAT IS YOUR AREA OF EXPERTISE?
Commercial and domestic projects and in particular unique
designs for custom designed homes.
We started off as just a window and door replacement
service and have expanded to all aspects of Aluminium
windows and doors, from a simple toilet window through to
larger projects like schools and shopping complexes.
WHY DO YOU USE ALSPEC?
With the Carinya domestic product and the full commercial
range I can offer our clients their full design options without
them having to shop elsewhere.
Alspec also regularly develop new products and test them
to Australian standards and as a Fabricator, they provide us
with technical advice for more challenging projects.
HOW DO YOU RELAX ON WEEKENDS?
On weekends I spend time with my wife and daughter
whether it be with their horses or horse events, camping and
4x4ing or just wine and dining. I do get a little bit of time to
tinker in the "man shed" as well.
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SPECIFICATION
OUR EFFORTS IN SPECIFICATION THROUGHOUT 2015 HAVE CONTINUED TO
FOCUS ON BRAND AWARENESS AND LEAD GENERATION.
By demonstrating our ability to support architects and specifiers
with exceptional technical expertise, as well as superior
products, we have created an ever increasing project pipeline
which provides opportunity for our network of loyal fabricators.
During 2015 we have participated in many Architectural
Networking Events in the major centres. As it has been a
number of years since we last showcased our Systems in an
Adelaide or Darwin event, the anticipation for these two shows
in particular was immense.
The Darwin Convention Centre hosted the Darwin Equinox event
during July while in September we hightailed it to Adelaide for
the Mecca Night at the architecturally inspired South Australian
Health and Medical Research Institute (SAHMRI). The excellent
turnout to both these events kept the team busy on the night.

A big thank you to everyone who has assisted with
these nights to ensure they are a giant success, we
could not do it without your help.
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During the year the Alspec Product Specification was finalised
and became available online on the NATSPEC website.
NATSPEC is a national not-for-profit organisation whose
objective is to improve the construction quality and productivity
of the built environment through leadership of information.
NATSPEC provides a comprehensive national specification
system that is endorsed by government and professional bodies.

NEW ALSPEC
CYCLONIC
COMPLIANCE
BROCHURE
SOLUTIONS FOR COMMERCIAL AND RESIDENTIAL APPLICATIONS

Alspec Cyclonic Window, Door and Screening Systems have undergone extensive independent NATA
accredited testing to provide assurance that they exceed all structural, water and debris impact
performance requirements for cyclone regions C and D.
The systems listed below provide superior functionality and style along with the performance
demanded by the extreme weather conditions encountered in cyclonic regions.
• Alspec Hunter Evo Flush Glazed Commercial Framing System
• Alspec ProGlide High Performance Commercial Sliding Door
• Alspec ProTilt High Performance Awning/Casement Window
• Invisi-Maxx High Performance Stainless Steel Security
• Carinya Classic Residential Sliding Door
• Carinya Classic Residential Sliding Window

Visit alspec.com.au to download your copy.
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PROJECT FEATURE
MOSMAN HOUSE, MOSMAN NSW
When the owners of this bungalow,
built around a hundred years ago,
approached Ian Moore Architects
they were looking for a larger living
space as well as better bedrooms
for their children.
Ian’s approach was spread across three main areas: refresh
the old, remove the existing extension and park a new
rectangular, two storey box. The outcome showcases two
distinct external elements which have a seamless internal
connection with no separation.

The key features of the newly added box are a crisp white
theme throughout which is accentuated by the use of natural
sunlight filtering throughout.
This is achieved in part by the use of Alspec ProGlide High
Performance Sliding Doors in the ground floor and McArthur
150mm framing in the bedrooms.
ALSPEC PRODUCTS USED: ProGlide High Performance
Commercial Sliding Door, McArthur 150mm Centre Pocket
Framing
FINISH: Fluoroset XTREME white
ARCHITECT: Ian Moore Architects
BUILDER: Coddington Constructions
ALSPEC FABRICATOR: Central Coast Shopfronts
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OPERATIONS UPDATE
Quality control of Aluminium Extrusions for Architectural Applications
In recent times there have been numerous requests from customers and builders to provide information on the quality
control processes that are undertaken to ensure that the material supplied by Alspec is fit for purpose. To satisfy this, a
document has been developed to provide an overview of the quality control processes and relevant standards that apply
to all stages of our supply chain. Alspec has invested a vast amount of time and money into the design and development
of our proprietary systems; the processes referred to in our Assurance of Quality document ensure that our customers
receive exactly what they expect in terms of quality, performance and appearance.

ASSURANCE OF QUALITY
Extrusion Products
As a distributor of aluminium systems, Alspec procures aluminium extrusion products via multiple channels to mitigate
supply risk; including through Inex Extrusions Australia (50% owned by Alspec). All Alspec extrusion suppliers manufacture
in accordance with AS/NZS 1866:1997. This ensures that alloy, temper and dimensional tolerances are consistent and
predictable and are in accordance with the Aluminium Development Council of Australia guidelines.

Powder Coat Finishing
Aluminium extrusions are powder coated using in house paint lines at our Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane and Perth
branches and with third party finishers at other locations. All powder coatings are applied in accordance with AS3715:2002
(and AAMA 2603, 2604 and 2605) and all Alspec paint lines are accredited to apply Akzo Nobel and Dulux warranty grade
(including Fluoromax/Fluoroset) powders for architectural applications. The flowchart below outlines the high level
process flow for in house powder coating and the quality control points. Quality checks are conducted at specified intervals
in accordance with the Akzo Nobel and Dulux warrantable applicator manuals and AS3715:2002.
AX-SCALE PROCESS
Production Order (MWO)
scheduled and released from AX

Shipment sent to Scale wave
explorer and waved

PAINTLINE PROCESS
QA Check

Picked items are loaded into
pre-treatment baskets according to
schedule

Powder Booth

Gelling Oven

Curing Oven
Items go through pre-treatment
Process
Picking slips are printed and
items packed

Offloader - Metal removed from jigs

QA Check
QA Check

QA Check

Onloader - Items loaded into Jigs
Shipping Load Closed

MWO updated in AX

Receipt sent to Scale
MWO is updated by loading
items in AX
QA Check

Items received and put away

AX and Scale stock levels updated
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Item is still received.
Scrapped in Scale

In order to ensure that Alspec customers receive the highest quality products at all times, a series of inspection and test points are
built into our standard operating processes. The inspection points and the tests that are performed are described below;
Process Node

Inspection Description

Test Basis

Reference

Goods Inwards

• Product quality
• Delivery accuracy
• Shape/Profile check

• Visual inspection
- Die lines
- Dents
- Scratches
• Colour sample match
• Quantity count

• Alspec purchase order and
supplier delivery docket
• Colour test panel
• Extrusion die drawing
• AS 1866:1997

Pick Location Replenishment

• As above

• As above

• As above

Order Picking

• As above

• As above

• As above

Paintline Pre-Treatment

• As above

• As above

• As above

Plus

Plus

Plus

• Order accuracy
• Pre-treatment
chemistry
• Test panel
Measurement

• Quantity count
• Tank titration
• Final rinse conductivity (<30us)
• Visual inspection
- Even gold colour
• Acid etch rate (1-1.5g/m2)
• Chromate film weight (>431g/m2)

• AS 3715:2002
• AAMA 2605
• Alspec production order

Powder Coating

• Product quality
• Order accuracy
• Powder coat film quality

• Visual inspection
• Quantity count
• Colour sample match
• Film build thickness (>60um)
• Adhesion test – cross hatch
• Solvent test – double rub
• Reverse impact test
• Water permeability
• Specular gloss level (+/-7%)

• AS 3715:2002

Order Packing

• Product quality
• Order accuracy

• Visual inspection
• Dents, scratches or die lines

• Sales order/picking ticket
• Alspec die drawing

Anodised Finishing
Anodised finishes are procured through reputable third party suppliers aligned to each Alspec location. All of the anodising suppliers
used by Alspec meet the requirements of AS 1231 and warrant their work accordingly. Anodised finishes can be supplied with film
thicknesses that vary from 10um to 25um in a range of natural, coloured and polished finishes.

REACH - Operational Excellence Program
Alspec recently committed to the largest single training program
in the organisations 40 year history by enrolling over 220
employees across the country into LEAN/Operational Excellence
traineeships. The program has been named REACH as this
embodies our desire to achieve the highest levels of operational
excellence in order to set Alspec apart as the premium
aluminium systems supplier in the market. REACH will initially
run over a period of 18 months and involve all warehousing,
powder coating, supervision and some administrative staff.
In addition to this, all of our team leaders, supervisors and
operations and inventory managers have also been engaged
in a leadership development program. REACH is a massive
investment of time and money by Alspec into the development
of our staff that wield the greatest level of influence over the

grade and quality of service that our customers experience when
dealing with us. This investment in training and development
will help Alspec to further embed a continuous improvement
mentality into our business and become an ongoing part of how
the organisation operates into the future.
The training is being delivered and facilitated in partnership
with Think Perform/LMA who have demonstrated a long track
record of achieving outstanding operational excellence results
by tailoring the delivery and content to suit the business. The
workplace based training is focussed on achieving direct results
for the business while the trainees learn as they go.

With 6 of our sites currently involved in the program, there
are massive opportunities that each and every participant can
have input into how to improve our operations. It really is a very
exciting time for the team at Alspec!
Wayne Larsen
National Operations Manager
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SPOTLIGHT
ON...
ANDREW HARTLEY
WAREHOUSE SUPERVISOR,
BRISBANE
HOW LONG HAVE YOU BEEN AT ALSPEC?
7 years.

WHAT DO YOU DO IN YOUR CURRENT ROLE?
Day Shift Supervisor.

TELL US SOMETHING ABOUT YOURSELF THAT
NO ONE AT ALSPEC KNOWS.
I went to Buxton College in the UK to train as a chef when I left
school.

WHAT IS THE NUMBER ONE CHALLENGE
YOU FACE IN YOUR ROLE AND HOW DO YOU
MANAGE THAT?
Changing people's perception about work and trying to put humour
back into the day.

MOST EXOTIC PLACE EVER VISITED?
Turkey and Greece.

EVER HAD A BRUSH WITH FAME?
In the mid 90's I went to Birmingham NEC and met Dannii Minogue.

IF YOU COULD DO IT ALL OVER AGAIN, WHAT
WOULD YOU DO?
Work harder at school and realise what options you really have.

FAVOURITE PAST TIME? HOBBY?
I love caravanning and go away in it as much as I can.

HOW DO YOU OBTAIN A WORK/LIFE BALANCE?
I like to spend as much time with my family as I can.

WHAT MUSIC DO YOU LISTEN TO?
Dr. Hook.
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NEW RELEASE
ALSPEC EXTRUSIONS
AT ALSPEC WE ARE
CONTINUALLY RESPONDING
TO OUR CUSTOMERS
REQUIREMENTS FOR NEW
SECTIONS.
ONCE SECTIONS ARE
APPROVED WE PUBLISH
TECH MEMOS WHICH
ARE IMMEDIATELY MADE
AVAILABLE ON THE ALSPEC
WEBSITE.
HERE IS A SUMMARY OF
NEW EXTRUSIONS AND
COMPONENTS THAT HAVE
BEEN RELEASED IN THE
LAST FEW MONTHS.

HUNTER EVO

HE416

101.6mm DG Frame/Jamb 2 Way Glazing

HE476

150mm DG Frame/Jamb 2 Way Glazing
PROTILT AWNING / CASEMENT

ASW62

Top Hung Head / Transom

ASW63

Top Hung Awning Top Rail
FIXED LOUVRES

LVE306

150mm x 45mm Self Mating Louvre

LVB1

Structural 45mm F Bracket 6106 T6

LVB2

Structural 45mm Channel 6106 T6
35mm MULTI DOOR PANEL

AD38

35mm Stile

AD39

35mm Rail
ALUGARD

ALU 1

Alugard Door Frame

ALU 1 1

Alugard 11mm Window Frame
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ALSPEC EXTRUSIONS CONT...
ALTITUDE SLIDING DOOR

APT64S

3 Track Hollow Sill

APT81S

5 Track Hollow Sill

APT82

5 Track Head / Jamb

AS665

168mm Sub Sill (Unslotted)

APT73S

Altitude HD Window Transom

APT76

Altitude Head / Transom

APT77

Altitude Sill / Transom

APT78

Altitude Jamb Adaptor

APT79

Screen Adaptor

APT80

Weathered Screen Adaptor

APT84

Altitude High Sill / Transom
PROGLIDE / ALTITUDE

AD839

Plant on Interlock
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